
Heat Entrepreneurship Cluster of South
Ostrobothnia

Heat entrepreneurs produce heat for customers by using renewable solid bio-fuels. In recent decades this operational model has become more common in

Finland. Different skill sectors have formed around heat entrepreneurship such as training, research, consultation and equipment production. A heat

entrepreneurship knowledge cluster has been built in South Ostrobothnia Finland.

The HECSO development project has assembled the heat entrepreneurship knowledge cluster of South Ostrobothnia. The knowledge cluster has been made to

utilise, in many different ways, the companies located in the region, other actors in the region and the internationalisation of the whole province.

A principal component of internationalisation is the knowledge cluster’s training package on heat entrepreneurship, which is on offer to interested foreign target

groups. Vocational Adult Education Sedu is responsible for the training. The training package lasts for one week, and is compiled through co-operation with the

Finnish Forest Centre and regional heat entrepreneurs and machine and equipment manufacturers.

Heat entrepreneurship is the production of local renewable energy, where an entrepreneur or company sells heat at an agreed price to a user. In the best

scenarios there can be many heat purchasers. Heat is conveyed to the customer from the heating plant by a district heating network. Generally the fuel is the

entrepreneur’s own forest or locally procured wood, but it can also be wood refining by-products, wood for re-cycling and peat.

The knowledge cluster consists of heat entrepreneurs, heat entrepreneurship units, research, training and the supply of machines and equipment for the whole

production chain. The knowledge cluster can also be utilized internationally by offering knowledge and training opportunities to foreign target groups.
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DETALII

SURSA DE LEMN

--

POTENțIALUL DE MOBILIZARE

Medium

TIPUL DE LEMN

-- POTENțIAL DE SUSTENABILITATE - VALOARE

--

TIPUL DE LEMN îN CAUZă
Stemwood, Above and below ground woody biomass

FACILITATEA DE IMPLEMENTARE

Medium

IMPACTUL ASUPRA MEDIULUI șI BIODIVERSITățII
Positive/reduces the use of fossil fuels

FACILITATEA DE IMPLEMENTARE - EVALUARE

--

EFECT ASUPRA VENITURILOR

Positive

CONDIțII CHEIE PREALABILE

Heat entrepreneurship promotes local business activity

POTENțIAL DE EXPLOATARE

--

TIPUL DE EVENIMENT LA CARE A FOST PREZENTAT ACEST IPB

--

HUB

Hub-ul de Nord

EFECT ASUPRA LOCURILOR DE MUNCă
Positive / increases local employment

IMPACT ECONOMIC

Very positive

COSTURI PENTRU IMPLEMENTARE (EURO - €)

--

CUNOșTINțE SPECIFICE NECESARE

Good network abilities needed
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MAI MULTE
DETALII

PROVOCARE ABORDATă
4. Asigurarea unei forțe de muncă bine pregătite prin

dezvoltarea unor competențe atractive și prin

educație

DOMAIN

Managementul inovației, hub-uri digitale, clustere,

exploatare (transversală)

TIP DE SOLUțIE
Rețele, bănci de testare, platforme de cercetare și

dezvoltare

CUVINTE CHEIE

--

SOLUțIE DIGITALă
Nu

INOVAțIE
Nu

ȚARA DE ORIGINE

Finlanda

SCARA DE APLICARE

Regional/ sub-național

ANUL DE îNCEPUT șI DE SFâRșIT

--

DATE DE
CONTACT

PROPRIETAR SAU AUTOR 

Yrjö Ylkänen 

yrjo.ylkanen@metsakeskus.fi 

REPORTER

REFERENCES
AND RESOURCES

PAGINă WEB

http://www.hecso.fi/

RESURSE 

--

WEBSITE PROJECT

--

REFERINță PROIECT

--
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PROIECTUL îN CADRUL CăRUIA A FOST CREATă ACEASTă FIșă INFORMATIVă
Rosewood

DATA POSTăRII

17 Sep 2019

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon

2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No.

862681

A TOOL FROM ROSEWOOD 4.0, DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED BY
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https://www.forestinnovationhubs.rosewood-network.eu/en/content/heat-entrepreneurship-cluster-south-ostrobothnia
https://www.forestinnovationhubs.rosewood-network.eu/en/content/heat-entrepreneurship-cluster-south-ostrobothnia
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